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“In Tunisia, the hinnā night is the night before a ceremony. For me as a child, it was a time of immersion in 
my family’s culture. Saadiya, my father’s sister, would prepare the hinnā in a yellow plastic bowl, stained with 
the dark color of an orange pigment, which she had seen so many hinnā nights. When the mixture dried, she 
would take small portions and hold it in her mouth for a while, to rehydrate it with saliva, before pressing it 
onto my palms. A hypnotic gesture that lasted for hours. During the night of hinnā, the tattooed limbs are 
wrapped in cotton bands or silk scarves to protect the contours of the design and the success of the color. 
Hands and feet, thus wrapped, must remain motionless without touching the ground throughout the night, 
after which the bands are removed from the feet and hands and the dried hinnā is rinsed off. What remains 
is the imprint of that initial dark, full-bodied paste, which will last for many weeks. The sculptures on display 
crystallize this moment, one night only, not touching the ground, wrapped in a mellow color, and a spicy 
smell.”

Monia Ben Hamouda (b. 1991, Milan) presents Night of Hinnā, a sculptural installation at Bungalow, 
ChertLüdde. Following the belief that each individual is inextricably connected to their family tree and the 
psycho-mental universe of their ancestors, Ben Hamouda attempts to master her influences in a contempo-
rary and constantly changing landscape. Born into a Muslim community as the daughter of an Islamic cal-
ligrapher, Ben Hamouda navigates and confronts her ancestral heritage through what she calls a shamanic 
process –creating works that act as gestural exorcisms of the expectations placed upon her by family, 
tradition and the politicized present, drawing their power from the urgency of expression. 

Borrowing from the tradition of Aniconism in Islamic calligraphy, Ben Hamouda uses this ancient strategy 
of circumvention in Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (2021). Calligraphic brushstrokes that mimic Arabic 
text yet signify nothing, the iron sculptures are abstract forms that occasionally have the claws and hind legs 
of animals such as the dog – a creature considered impure, harām, in Islam, but which for the artist possess a 
strong life energy. Covered in fragrant spices such as cumin, curcuma and curry, the sculptures protect and 
are protected by their medicinal, ceremonial, culinary and ritualistic properties used for thousands of years. 

The series Night of Hinnā (2021) is a questioning of the artist’s identity through multiple lenses– that of her 
innermost self, her Arab family, and the western world. The sculptures, laced with hinnā and drawn in a non-
traditional, western design, are scaled to the artist’s hands– albeit slightly tight. Like a pair of ill-fitting gloves, 
Ben Hamouda’s dim memory of decorating limbs reflects the paradox of a gesture that feels at once familiar 
and alien, the ownership of which is the artist’s key to understanding her own personal history. 

Monia Ben Hamouda was born in Milan in 1991 to an Italian mother and a Tunisian father. She lives and 
works between al-Qayrawan and Milan. She graduated with a BA of Fine Arts at Brera Academy of Fine Arts 
in Milan. She was a visiting professor at the Hochschule für Bildende Künste in Dresden and was part of the 
jury at Filmmaker Festival in Milan. She received a Special Mention for the Ducato Prize in 2020.

Solo exhibitions include: Two suns upon Shatt al Jarid, Pols space, Valencia (2021); Love Data, Alios 16ème 
Biennale d’Art Contemporain, Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-de-Bûch (2019); Extended protection, Alle-
goric Defence, Gallery CC, Malmö (2019); Miranda, pane project, Milan (2017).

Aniconism as Figurative Urgency 
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Laser cut steel, spice powders
circa: 177 × 93 × 0.3 cm 

15 kgAll images by Andrea Rossetti
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Bungalow, Berlin







Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (I thnan), 2021
Laser cut steel, spice powders

circa: 136.7 × 144 × 0.3 cm 
15 kg



Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (Wahid), 2021
Laser cut steel, spice powders
circa: 183 × 147 × 0.3 cm 
20 kg





Installation view
Bungalow, Berlin



The series Night of Hinnā (2021) is a questioning of the artist’s identity through multiple lenses– that of her 
innermost self, her Arab family, and the western world. The sculptures, laced with hennā and drawn in a 
nontraditional, western design, are scaled to the artist’s hands– albeit slightly tight. Like a pair of ill-fitting 
gloves, Ben Hamouda’s dim memory of decorating limbs reflects the paradox of a gesture that feels at once 
familiar and alien, the ownership of which is the artist’s key to understanding her own personal history.

Monia Ben Hamouda
Night of Hinnā (Aamti Saadiya), 2021

Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire
Dimensions variable



Night of Hinnā (Jedda Mabrouka), 2021
Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire

Night of Hinnā (Aamti Saadiya) II, 2021
Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire

Dimensions variable



Monia Ben Hamouda
Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (Wahid), 2021
Laser cut steel, spice powders
circa:
183 × 147 × 0.3 cm (72 × 57 7/8 × 1/8 inches)
20 kg
MBH/S 8282/U

Monia Ben Hamouda
Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (I thnan), 2021
Laser cut steel, spice powders
circa:
136.7 × 144 × 0.3 cm (53 7/8 × 56 3/4 × 1/8 inches)
15 kg
MBH/S 8283/U

Monia Ben Hamouda
Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (Thalaathah), 2021
Laser cut steel, spice powders
circa:
177 × 93 × 0.3 cm (69 5/8 × 36 5/8 × 1/8 inches)
15 kg
MBH/S 8284/U

Monia Ben Hamouda
Night of Hinnā (Aamti Saadiya), 2021
Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire
Dimensions variable
MBH/S 8747/U



Monia Ben Hamouda
Night of Hinnā (Aamti Saadiya) II, 2021
Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire
Dimensions variable
MBH/S 8748/U

Monia Ben Hamouda
Night of Hinnā (Jedda Mabrouka), 2021
Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire
MBH/S 8749/U
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